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Overview 
 
The Rhode Island Coalition for the Homeless works collaboratively to create and advance last 
solutions to prevent and end homelessness in Rhode Island. This includes advocating for a robust 
policy agenda in the Rhode Island General Assembly. 
 
Pay for Success: H5788/S0371 
 
This upcoming legislative session our main priority will be to advance Pay for Success, a social 
impact bond providing 125 Permanent Supportive Housing vouchers to support Rhode Islanders in 
need. Providing stable housing and supportive services can give our neighbors with the best 
possible path to rebuilding their lives and exit homelessness in a far more cost-effective way. 
 
Funding for Affordable Housing 
 
Access to safe, secure, affordable housing ends homelessness.  Housing, and even interim 
resources like shelter, remains virtually unavailable to many Rhode Islanders. Families experiencing 
homelessness must wait 37 days on average to get into shelter; the wait for housing can take literal 
years. Preserving and increasing our stock of affordable housing will help ensure Rhode Islanders 
get the resource most vital for stability and self-sufficiency: a safe and secure home. Our state must 
make this investment on a consistent and appropriate basis. 
 
Removing Barriers and Preventing Homelessness 
 
We support policies that address the root causes of homelessness and help prevent our neighbors 
from experiencing homelessness in the first place. Removing barriers and fighting discrimination are 
of the utmost importance. Therefore, we support the following bills: 
 

• Residential Landlord and Tenant Act: H5391/S0420 
Eviction is one of the most common causes of homelessness. Many landlords will 
outright refuse to rent to a tenant with an eviction, regardless of the outcome. Rhode 
Islanders served through our Legal Clinics detail going through an eviction process 
for something as simple as requesting basic repairs; that gets held against them as 
the law currently stands. If a tenant goes through the stress and uncertainty of an 
eviction with the verdict decided in their favor, that eviction case should not cause 
them nor their family further damage. This bill will seal eviction court records if the 
verdict/judgement is found in favor of the tenant.  
 

• Fair Housing Practices: H5257/S0121 
So many Rhode Islanders find an available unit, have the money to pay rent, yet get 
dismissed as potential tenants simply because of how they will be paying. This bill 
would ban discrimination in housing based on source of legal income, including 
Housing Choice Vouchers, SSA benefits, VASH (Veterans Affairs Supportive 
Housing), Victims Assistance Formula Grant Program, ERA (Emergency Rental 
Assistance), alimony, and child support. SOI discrimination traps our neighbors in 
homelessness by creating an insurmountable barrier.  
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